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Abstract— This paper presents the study, relization, and measurement of diferent tunable unit-cells for reconﬁgurable reﬂectarrays at 35 GHz. The emphasis of the work lies in the use
of nematic Liquid Crystal, a material with electrically tunable
dielectric properties. Unit cells have been optimized with respect
to the trade-off between maximum attainable phase range and
losses. The realised structures have been tested in a waveguide
simulator and phase ranges up to 290◦ could be demonstrated.

based on modifying the resonance frequency of a microstrip
patch by changing the permittivity of the LC. In order to
achieve this, a cavity has to be formed under the patch and
ﬁlled with LC, as shown in Fig. 1. A single patch as well as
stacked patches could be used, with no additional layer, since
they can be printed on both sides of the substrate.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Microstrip reﬂectarray antennas have beneﬁtted from increased attention from the part of the antenna community in the
recent past [1]–[3], since they combine some of the advantages
of reﬂectors and of array antennas. The main advantage of
reﬂectarrays is the reﬂectorlike spatial power distribution by
means of a feed antenna, thus replacing the lossy power
distribution network. The phase of the reﬂected wave can
be adjusted element-wise, thus enabling the possibility of
beam-scanning. Low proﬁle, low weight and easy fabrication
are additional features which make microstrip reﬂectarrays
appealing.
There have been various attempts to make reﬂectarrays with
steerable beam, using different approaches to control the unit
cells. In [4], [5] the use of varactor diodes is proposed. An
approach making use of MEMS is presented in [6]. In [7],
we proposed an alternative approach, based on the dielectric
properties of Liquid Crystal (LC), a material that changes
permittivity when DC voltage is properly applied. In this
paper, the design and measurement of different cell topologies
with improved characteristics is presented.
The next section of the paper presents the two concepts proposed for the LC-unit cell, section III describes the realization
of the different unit-cells and of the measurement set-up, and
the measured results are ﬁnally presented in section IV.
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Fig. 1: Conﬁguration of the LC-loaded unit-cell employing
microstrip patch element.
The second concept consists of a delay line coupled to the
microstrip patch by means of an apperture in the ground plane.
The phase of the reﬂected wave can be controlled by ﬁlling
LC under the line, as in Fig. 2. By varying the permittivity
of the LC, the electric legth of the line changes, and thus the
phase of the reﬂected wave can be adjusted, since it holds:
∆ϕ = ∆ (β · ) =
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II. C ONCEPT OF T UNABLE U NIT-C ELL BASED ON
N EMATIC LC S

Fig. 2: Conﬁguration of the LC-loaded unit-cell with aperture
coupled line.

Properties of nematic LCs as phase shifting material at
microwave frequencies have been studied lately [8]. Under an
applied DC-voltage the molecular arrangement of LC changes,
causing a change in LC permittivity. We make use of this
property, in order to obtain the necessary phase shift at each
unit cell of the reﬂectarray.
In this section we propose two concepts for tunable unit-cells
for reﬂectarrays, based on nematic LCs. The ﬁrst concept is

Both concepts have advantages as well as drawbacks. The
ﬁrst concept, employing a single patch (or stacked patches)
is simpler and thus easier to realise, whereas the dimensions
of the components at 35 GHz make it harder to etch the
line and the aperture accurately and to align them to the
desired position. On the other hand, with a single/stacked
patch cell, theoretically a maximal phase range of 360◦ can

be achieved (practically even less), while with an aperture
coupled line a theoretically unlimited phase range can be
reached, in accordance with Eq.1. It is obvious from Eq. 1
that the physical length of the microstrip line can be increased,
thus increasing the tunable phase range. In reality, one will
nevertheless eventually come across physical limitations due
to the ﬁnite space available for the line belonging to one unit
cell.
In both cases, the LC-cavity must be very thin (≤ 150µm),
in order to allow the prearrangement of the LC-molecules
parallel to the ground and microstrip patch (or microstrip
line respectively), with the aid of a polyimid ﬁlm (A reduced
thickness of the LC layer also helps improving the otherwise
low response times of the LC). The prealignment of the LC
molecules parallel to the surface due to the polyimid ﬁlm
causes a εef f ⊥ . A DC-voltage applied between the lower
microstrip patch (microstrip line) and the ground plane will
cause the molecules to rearrange, until reaching a saturation
voltage, when they are completely aligned with the static
electric ﬁeld. In this state the LC molecules are almost parallel
to the RF-ﬁeld and the permitivity is denoted as εef f  .
In order to test the both concepts, simulations were made with
values of εr between εef f ⊥ =2.6 and εef f  =3.4, which are
situated in the attainable measured range reported in [9]. These
values refer to a LC provided by Merck.
The simulations were aimed at improving the ratio between
attainable phase range and return loss, since there is a tradeoff between the two. A steeper slope of the phase curve means
wider tunable range, but also more losses, because of the
sharper resonance. The most promising results, two cells with
stacked patches, one cell with a single patch and one cell using
aperture coupled line were manufactured and measured in a
waveguide simulator.
III. R EALIZATION OF THE U NIT C ELLS AND OF THE
M EASUREMENT S ETUP
As known from the theory, in the waveguide simulator it
is possible to emulate the plane wave impinging on a inﬁnite
array, but not at normal incidence. The ﬁeld distribution
propagating in the waveguide in the main T E10 -mode is
similar to the ﬁeld distribution of two plane waves who make
an angle of θi = arcsin(λ0 /λc ) with the plane containing the
unit cells (λ0 : free-space wavelength, λc : cut-off wavelength).
For the particular structure that we investigated this angle
amounts to about 37◦ , and since the phase response of the
unit cell is dependent of the incidence angle, we expect slight
differences between simulation and measurement results.
However it has been shown ( [10]) that this differences are
not very severe, and thus the setup can be seen as adequate
for the purpose of testing the functionality of a LC-unit-cell.
As mentioned in the previous section, we decided to
manufacture and test different structures, who showed
promising results in the simulations. One of the structure had
a simple patch etched on one side of the substrate (Structure
1), two of them employed stacked patches (Structure 2 and
Structure 3), ﬁnally, Structure 4 designates the cell using

Fig. 3: Setup for mesuring the unit cells in a waveguide
simulator.
the aperture coupled line as phase shifter.
For the structures 1 to 3 TMM3 with a thickness of 0.5 mm
was used as substrate. The two patches on the LC-side are
connected through a thin line, which is then prolonged over
the edge of the metal-block in order to ensure a proper
soldering point for the DC-Voltage lead. This line has
very little inﬂuence on the measurement, since, due to the
polarization of the E-ﬁeld, it is placed in a quasi zero-ﬁeld
point. The same technique is used to connect the two aperture
couled lines to the DC-Voltage, as can be seen in Fig 3 and
Fig 6.
For structure 4 we employed RTDuroid 5880 with 0.5 mm
thickness as substrate: on one side were printed the patches,
on the other side the apertures in the ground plane. The lines
were printed on TMM3, 0.5 mm thick. RTDuroid 5880, 0.127
mm thick was used as spacer for all structures. On both sides
of the LC-cavity a 300 nm thick polyimide ﬁlm was spinned,
having the role to prealign the LC molecules.
IV. M EASUREMENT RESULTS
The applied control voltage was swept during the measurements between 0 V and 20 V. The measured frequency
dependent phase and magnitude of the reﬂection coefﬁcient
are shown exemplarily for Structure 1 (simple patch) in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 5, the phase and magnitude of the reﬂection coefﬁcient
are shown in dependence of the control voltage at a chosen
frequency (we chose in each case the frequency where the
maximum phase range was obtined). Structure 1 (single
patch) showed a phase range of about 270◦ between 34 GHz
and 36 GHz, while return loss had values between -0.5 dB
and -8 dB depending on the frequency and on the control
volage. With Structure 2 (stacked patches) the phase could
be controlled in a range of roughly 250◦ , with somewhat
higher return loss, between -4 dB and -11 dB. Structure
3 (stacked patches) exhibited phase range of 270◦ to 290◦
between 31 GHz to 32.5 GHz, while the return loss was again
between 0.5 dB and -8 to -9 dB. Structure 4 (aperture coupled
line) showed the poorest performance of all, with around 240◦
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Fig. 4: Frequency dependent variation of the reﬂection coefﬁcient, shown exemplarily for Structure 1

(a) Structure 1 - at 35 GHz

(c) Structure 3 - at 31 GHz

(b) Structure 2 - at 33 GHz

(d) Structure 4 - at 36 GHz

Fig. 5: Phase and magnitude of the reﬂection coefﬁcient for the four mesured unit-cell structures in dependence of the control
voltage - at the frequency of maximum phase range.
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Fig. 6: (a) Structure 1 - patch, (b) Structure 2 and (c)
Structure 3 - stacked patches, (d) Structure 4-aperture coupled
line.

phase range and return loss between -5 dB and -15 dB.
Structures 1 and 3 showed almost similar performance, so
one can assume those two structures to be most suitable candidates for the realisation of an electronically reconﬁgurable
reﬂectarray. Even though the peak losses are high (around 8 dB), in a reﬂectarray they would be between -1 dB and 8 dB, depending on the phase distribution on the aperture. The
measured results of Structure 4 exhibit much higher loss than
expected and a somewhat narrower phase range, which can be
due to manufacturing and alignment tollerances. Structure 2 ,
though having a somewhat reduced phase range, of only 250◦
and higher losses, compared to the structures 1 and 3, exhibits
a rather broad frequency range where it can be used (31.5 GHz
to 34 GHz) without noticeable performance degradement. This
fact encourages the assumption that not only narrow-band unitcells are possible, as expected from a highly resonant structure.
V. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
Several structures to be used as tunable unit-cells in a
LC-based electronically reconﬁgurable reﬂectarray have been
proposed, realised and measured in a waveguide simulator.
The results show a usable phase range of up to 290◦, with
control voltage between 0 V and 20 V. However, additional
structures which may exhibit lower losses are curently under
investigation.
Simulations based on the measured unit cell results (phase
range and losses) resulted in usable patterns. As shown in
Fig. 7, the simulated pattern of a 15x15 reﬂectarray using
structure 3 as unit cell, has a 4 dB lower gain than the
pattern of a ﬁxed beam reﬂectarray using microstrip patches of
variable sizes on RTDuroid. The gain difference is expected,
since the 4 dB represent the averaged losses of the structure.
The realisation of a small reconﬁgurable LC-reﬂectarray demonstrator is currenly in progress.

Fig. 7: Simulated patterns of the reﬂectarrays using microstrip
patches and Structure 3 as unit cell respectively (patterns
normalized with respect to the array with microstrip patches).
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